
Welcome to our final Clerks Chronicle for this academic

year and what a journey it ’s been for the clerking

profession .

We launched our first edition in the Spring Term and

now thousands of you are reading and sharing the

Chronicle , whilst also getting in touch with us to say

how much you appreciate being ‘seen ’ , which is exactly

what we set out to do . 

As we come out of the third lockdown across England

with restrictions being reduced across all areas of the

UK , we are looking forward to a summer break with

bells on !

In this issue we bring you the much-loved News Round

up alongside our response to the NGA ’s Report on

Clerks and initial details of our very first NASCC

Conference to be held on 3rd September 2021 , just in

time to start the new term positively .

With the closing of term there are still lots of things for

us as Clerks to do however our advice to you is , take

your time and slow your pace just a little so that you

can claw back some of the long hours you ’ve given to

your school(s) this year .

Finally , we ’d like to wish you all a lovely summer break –

eat , drink and be gloriously free of meetings for at least

6 weeks ! !

End of term
by Sharon Warmington | Founder and Clerk
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A summary of information and news to end the term and start the new year

End of Term - News Round-Up

New model Articles of Association have

been published and are ready for new

academies plus any academy wishing to

update their existing documents.

The new Academy Trust Handbook 2021

(previously known as the Academies

Financial Handbook) has been published and

we recommend Clerks spend time reading it

and encouraging all trustees and local

governors to read it too.

Don't forget that the annual Related Party

Transactions Forms (academies only) are

needed to cover the period up to 31st August

2021 so why not start getting these done

now to save time in September!

Keeping Children Safe in Education

(KCSIE) has been updated for 1st

September 2021.

Review your Admissions Policy as the DfE

has added a new section to the Admissions

Code on in-year admissions and there are

different dates for the 2021/22 academic

year and all subsequent years. 

A reminder that Chairs of Trustees in

academy trusts must complete a suitability

check as soon as they are appointed.

Ofsted have from May 2021 had a phased

return to inspections and will commence

routine, graded inspections from September

2021. Remember, Section 8 inspections will

also be 2 days (previously one day) and

includes Outstanding schools too. Ofsted

have produced a guidance document on

inspecting maintained schools and academies

in England under the Education Inspection

Framework. Available HERE

GENERAL NEWS

If you've not organised your Appraisal

meeting, do so for early September

2021.

As well as adding meeting dates to your

diary, be clear about any that are in-

person and allow sufficient travel time.

Book time in your diary to prepare for

meetings and to draft minutes - make

an appointment with yourself!

Close down the academic year by

ensuring your files are in order ie

minutes uploaded to the relevant portal

and attendance records completed.

Now's the time to revise your SLA if

you're providing freelance services and

if you haven't increased your rates for a

while, do so now.

CLERKS TASK LIST
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/academy-model-memorandum-and-articles-of-association
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Here at the Clerk’s Chronicle (in between actually doing some proper work), we both
lurk and participate in some fantastic safe space closed governor networks on social
media. 

This is not only a great way to keep in contact with colleagues and share ideas and
concerns but is also a fantastic way to see the varied and different ways we approach
the ever-increasing aspects of our work and to help us ponder on our own practice.

Recently there was quite a discussion [online] on highlighting governor and trustees
questions and challenges in the minutes. 

Whilst NASCC would never presume to tell you how to format your minutes we do
have a few thoughts we’d like to share;

Who are the minutes for? Who reads them after they have been approved? Purpose
is something we do need to give some thought to as it can shape the way we word
and paraphrase.

Are the minutes legible? Are they easy to read and do they flow well? Are they
iterative or do they stand in splendid isolation apart from each other? 

Are the all-important questions and challenges highlighted in any way? We have seen
colour coded, RAG rated, yellow highlights, bold, italics, different fonts, boxes, bullet
points and all points in between. 

Do your minutes look like a spider got into the ink pots? Governance minutes should
never be ‘colour by numbers’ but a true and accurate, warts and all record of the
discussion; a clear indication of actions agreed and who will do them by when and
crucially a record of discussions taken in a readable font of course.

As one clerk so beautifully put it, we don’t want to spoon feed our minute readers by
highlighting questions (and challenges for matter) that go “look at me, I’m a question!”
but rather we need to produce professional minutes which will stand the test of time
and of which we can all be proud.

And no, minutes are not just for Ofsted!

To Boldly Go! 
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...please leave

You’re not a
governor anymore... 

I thought I’d share this story from a few years ago
when I was appointed as the Clerk for a school. As
is my usual practice, I read ALL of the minutes of
the previous academic year from every meeting,
just to get myself up to speed on the flow and
priorities for the organisation.

I also used this process to gather the data and
information relating to each governor ie, when
they were appointed, when that appointment is
due to expire and most importantly (I think), what
their attendance was like during the year.

Low and behold I discovered that one particular
governor had not been to any meetings for a full
academic year!! In the minutes, this governor gave
apologies for some meetings and was just absent
for others.

I quickly read through the Mem and Arts for the
school (it’s a stand alone academy) and I notified
the Chair of my findings….. remember I’d only just
started.

Dear Clerks' Chronicle

On behalf of the Chair, and with the Chair’s agreement, I drafted a letter to said governor and very
professionally explained that “you’re out of here mate”. I also included that if they wished to rejoin the
governing body, they were welcome to do so after following the procedures for Parental Elections.

There was no response at all so I just filed it away in the DONE pile.

By the second meeting of the new academic year (and my second meeting for this school) and without
warning, the governor who had not attended for 12 months, strolled into the meeting and was about to take
a seat at the table!!

I didn’t actually know who it was and thought it was someone who’d got the wrong room. It was quite funny
actually because the Chair spotted him first and jumped out of his seat to intercept said governor, and
quickly ushered him out. The Vice Chair immediately continued the meeting and I’ve no idea what was said
to the ex-governor but needless to say, that governor disappeared and was not seen again at future
meetings.

Quick question, what is the best way to terminate appointments for non-attendance?

...the governor who had not attended for 12 months,
strolled into the meeting...
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1

2

Removing governors for
non-attendance is not
pleasant but it is a
necessary part of the
process for good
governance practice

Every year and on appointment, governors
and trustees agree to adhere to the Code
of Conduct and if attendance at meetings
isn't included in your version - add it in
there now. 

Whilst apologies and absences are
acceptable periodically, regular non-
attendance leaves you with a 'vacancy'
that you cannot fill!

As Clerk it is important that your
attendance records are kept up-to-date
and where possible, provide feedback to
the Chair should any governor attend less
than 70% of the meetings….after all, we
monitor attendance for children and
students don’t we?

This reporting can simply be a copy of the
attendance record which also goes onto
the school website or a quick email to say
'Governor A' has missed  two meetings
without providing apologies - this gives
you create an audit trail of your
monitoring.

C O D E  O F  C O N D U C T

C H E C K  A T T E N D A N C E

3

4

5

C O M M U N I C A T I O N

A P O L O G I E S  V S  A B S E N C E S

T E R M I N A T E

What you can do is to check-in with the
relevant governor as they may be dealing

with an issue that has pushed their
governor role and responsibility way down
on their list of priorities ie health issues, job

issues, family matters. Be certain that all
communication between you and the

governor is always professional and kept as
a record of what you have done and what

they may or may not have done.

For clarity apologies are usually provided by
the governor AHEAD of the meeting so that

it can be recorded in the minutes. Where
apologies are not provided, the record

should show an absence although you can
add a 'post meeting note' if you get back to

your email and find an apology that you
didn't see because it arrived too late ie a few

minutes before the start.

Your governing documents will outline how
long you should wait before termination ie

non-attendance for 6 months etc. You
should then send a formal letter quoting

the article or section of the governing docs
but only if you've tried communicating prior

to reaching this point.

Clerks'
Chronicle
Response
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NASCC believes that every Clerk and
governance professional has the right to an
annual performance appraisal conversation. 

NASCC appreciates that Clerks work in a range
of different ways. Some are independent, some
will undertake performance appraisal with
their employer or line manager, and others
work under Service Level Agreements. This
should not however exclude you from having a
performance related conversation with the
Chair of the board. 

In March 2020 NASCC published its
independent report on Clerks Pay and
Conditions. In this report we made a series of
recommendations including several on
performance appraisal.

If you would like a copy of this report, please
email info@nascc.co.uk. 

Our view remains that the appraisal process for Clerks does not have to complicated and should start
with the ongoing and regular dialogue that happens around effective governing board tables.

If we open the conversation with ‘how did it go?’ and end with ‘what can we do better together?’ it
enables an opportunity to discuss the role in depth and in a safe and non-threatening way.

Remember, as Clerk you are not just there to take the minutes - you are the paid governance advisor
and as such you deserve the opportunity to have a two-way discussion. 

This discussion should be one where opinions are shared and views expressed, without prejudice, and
in a safe space way.

Appraisals should always be purposeful. Not all appraisals will lead to increased pay, and although it is
NASCC’s stated position that Clerks are underpaid, we believe all appraisals should offer the chance to
discuss some successes and some of barriers Clerks face. 

Successful performance appraisal is a two-way process and should be done with and not to the Clerk.
You may also want to have a discussion between the Head, Chair and Clerk because a shared view of
what needs to be done is a great place to start.

NASCC believe that it is always important that ‘conflict of interest’ is routinely and openly discussed at
an annual appraisal meeting, especially if the Clerk is employed in the school in another capacity. It is
NASCC’s view that it is always advisable to raise this issue so as to avoid any misunderstandings. 

All Clerks should work to an agreed job description which is the framework for all your appraisal
discussions. Clerks and governance professionals routinely go the extra mile and NASCC believes that
this must and should be formally acknowledged.

FEE STAGG

Witten by Fee Stagg

Annual Clerk 
Appraisal
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SCHOOL AND
TRUST
GOVERNANCE
PROFESSIONALS: 
2021 AND BEYOND 

Both the DfE and the NGA have
been working on increasing
the professional profile of
governance professionals and
clerks during this academic
year.

NASCC continues to have a
seat at the DfE's table as part
of the National Advisory Group
on Governance (AGOG) and
we have also been
represented at the sub-group
formed to specifically consult
on Governance Support.

In relation to the NGA, their
most recent survey of Clerks
resulted in the production of
the 'School and Trust
Governance Professionals:
2021 and Beyond Report'
launched at their Clerks
Networking event in June
2021.

As an invited panel member,
NASCC were able to provide a
response to this report which
you can read on page 10.

With a reported 10,000 clerks
working and supporting
governing bodies and trust
boards across the UK, we truly
are a force to be reckoned and
should never doubt our value
and importance at a strategic
level. 

This online webinar series of 12 bite-sized
modules will explore and provide guidance
on Effective Minute Taking Skills with the
primary aim of increasing your confidence,
not just for scrutiny of your minutes, but as
part of your professional development as a
Clerk.

With workbooks, case studies and other
bespoke tailored resources, this series
(designed by a professional Clerk, for
professional Clerks) includes:

Your Role in Meetings: You’ll identify the
steps of a meeting cycle, clarify the roles of
the Chair and the Clerk to ensure that you
really understand the responsibilities that
come with your role.

Your Meeting Behaviour: This section
highlights poor minute taking procedures 

was £199

£29

Here at NASCC we will be spending the
summer break planning our first Clerks
Conference to be held on Friday 3rd
September 2021. This online event (morning
only) will provide training, professional
development and keynotes from professional
clerks and governance practitioners to get you
ready for the new academic year.  Register
TODAY (CLICK HERE) for the FREE event.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NASCC CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE >DFE AND NGA >

EFFECTIVE MINUTE TAKING

COURSE >

C L E R K S '  C H R O N I C L E

and bad practice, so you can see how not to
do it; as well as identifying the best practice
approach, so you can integrate these into
your ways of working.

Agenda and Writing Minutes: Creating an
agenda and identifying a variety of styles for
writing minutes, will ensure you have a suite
of options to choose from that can be used
as and when you have different
requirements, ie GB meetings, Exclusion
Panels, Grievance Hearings etc.

Minute Taking Practice: The practical
exercises will help you to develop an
effective minute taking style, and possibly
adopt more modern ways of working, such
as taking minutes from videos of meetings
or straight onto a laptop/tablet.
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Being The Only One

Asking Questions

The Truth About The
Time Commitment

Are You Really Present?

Different Angles,
Same Focus

Is Two Too Many?

Meeting Papers..
Everyone's Nightmare!

Portals, Plugs and
Pet Peeves

The Great Debate: Team
Virtual or Team In Person

Move Out? Move On.
Move Forward!

Say It Loud and Proud ...
Consistently 

Be 'Lazy' or Make A Change?

10s of Policies, 100s of Pages

GOVERNORS'

PODCAST

THE

Season

One

© ONEVMA LIMITED

"I find a certain amount of validation from listening
to the episodes. Thank you both for putting the time
into making these."

New episodeS DURING TERM TIME ON WEDNESDAYS @ 7AM (APPROX.)

"Liking the podcast - Perfect for driving to work."

"So helpful for clerking - I have picked up a few new tips!"
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Click on a play button to launch the episode

https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/7858981-agenda-item-01-being-the-only-one-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8009609-agenda-item-02-asking-questions-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8062140-agenda-item-03-the-truth-about-the-time-commitment-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8139423-agenda-item-04-are-you-really-present-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8177196-agenda-item-05-different-angles-same-focus-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8366788-agenda-item-06-is-two-too-many-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8413313-agenda-item-07-meeting-papers-everyone-s-nightmare-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8477337-agenda-item-08-portals-plugs-and-pet-peeves-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8540519-agenda-item-09-the-great-debate-team-virtual-or-team-in-person-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8588156-agenda-item-10-move-out-move-on-move-forward-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8709323-agenda-item-11-say-it-loud-and-proud-consistently-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8785727-agenda-item-12-be-lazy-or-make-a-change-thegovernorspodcast
https://thegovernorspodcast.buzzsprout.com/1684594/8818589-agenda-item-13-10s-of-policies-100s-of-pages-thegovernorspodcast
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NASCC'S INAUGURAL
CONFERENCE

Post-Pandemic Clerking
in the 21st century 

F r i d a y  3 r d  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 2 1
9 . 3 0 a m  -  1 2 . 3 0  p m

NASCC CLERKS CONFERENCE

09

Developing and
maintaining a strong
triangular relationship
with the Chair and
Head.

Virtual vs In-person
meetings - the debate
rumbles on.

How to clerk a diverse
governing body in
terms of age, race and
abilities

Event includes:

 
CLICK BELOW TO

REGISTER

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/nascc-conference-post-pandemic-clerking-in-the-21st-century-tickets-163828213597


NASCC's Response to the
NGA's Report

NASCC is here to be the voice of Clerks and
on behalf of Clerks nationally we’re pleased
to be able to respond to the NGA’s report,
which we received in draft on 15th June so
some of these comments may have already
been highlighted by previous speakers. As it
was embargoed, the report was shared
internally with one other colleague to
ensure we provided a collective view rather
than it being just my views, for obvious
reasons!

Throughout the reading of the report we
had a number of questions as well as
comments but with only 3 minutes given, I
will aim to summarise some of these in a
concise way. 

NASCC fundamentally supports any
individual, school, trust, local authority or
organisation that has a focus on raising the
profile, professional standards and
remuneration of clerks and governance
professionals across the education sector. 

However, we believe that all 3 areas are
inextricably linked and therefore focusing
solely on any one or two of these areas, will
result in a failure across the one left out
which is usually pay. In fact, it was at the
NGA’s Clerks Conference in March 2020,
ahead of the first lockdown, that NASCC
made a clear statement that a change of
name/title does not reflect an increase in
profile, standards or pay and we continue
to stand by this a year on.

As it has taken 7 years (2013 to 2020), for
the NGA to ‘put a price on effective
clerking’ , how long will Clerks need to wait
for increases to be realised across the
sector?

The report clearly evidenced that 58% of
respondents are still being paid below the
minimum recommended by the NGA and
NASCC would go further to state that our own
2020 report, noted that many Clerks are
working below the national minimum wage!

Another key area of concern to NASCC is the
intended audience of the report - where does
it go and is there any measure in place for
formal feedback from governors? Writing
reports about Clerks for Clerks is like
preaching to the choir - we already know
because we responded! Is clerking embedded
in other training events, conferences or online
learning for chairs, governors and senior
leaders? Do they truly understand the
significance of having professional clerking
and how their responsibilities to Clerks, needs
to match our responsibilities to them?

In summary NASCC would like to suggest that
in order to support Clerks in our career
journeys, that we focus on professional
development rather than training. In
September we will see the implementation of
the Early Career Framework providing a
structure of 2 years of professional
development for teachers entering the
profession. Why not create a progression
framework for Clerks to develop their practice,
knowledge and experience which is embedded
in the fabric of the role and underpinned by
the DfE as part and parcel of being a true
governance professional. 

Thank you.

These are the exact words read out to the Clerks Networking event
audience on 22nd June 2021. Written and delivered by Sharon Warmington 
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That's all for now

 

Don't forget to join our mailing list
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